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Welcome 
to the 
World of 
perdomo 
cigars
We are a family owned 
and operated company 
headquartered in Miami, 
Florida with agricultural 
and manufacturing facilities 
in Estelí, Nicaragua. As a 
vertically integrated cigar 
manufacturer, we control every 
process, from our agricultural 
operations in the fertile valleys 
of the Estelí, Condega, and 
the famed Jalapa regions in 
Nicaragua to our distribution 
center in Miami, Florida.  

Our manufacturing facilities 
consist of greenhouses, 
curing barns, fermentation 
warehouses, selection 
and sorting departments, 
production facilities, a state of 
the art box factory, and a first 
class packaging operation. 
Each and every department 
is fully committed to making 
sure quality is our top priority!

perdomo cigars is the 
only cigar manufacturer 
to completely absorb the 
punitive SCHIP federal excise 
tax on all of its brands, and 
we will continue to do so. 
As a family business, we 
have held our prices and in 
many cases reduced them 
in order to be extremely 
competitive. Our approach 
is to continue offering the 
highest quality premium 
cigars at affordable prices.

tabacalera perdomo is 
producing some of the most 
sought after handmade cigars 
that set the standard for quality 
and flavor around the world. 
Our tobaccos are well-aged 
and have complex flavors 
which offer cigar enthusiasts 
a rich and satisfying smoking 
experience. We hope you 
enjoy our catalog and invite 
you to visit our website, 
www.perdomocigars.com, to 
learn more about the Perdomo 
family and our cigars.

We appreciate your loyalty 
and continued support.

Best Regards,

Nick Perdomo, Jr.
President, CEO



estate 
selección 
vintage

The perdomo Estate Selección Vintage 
is handcrafted with 15-year aged vintage 
tobaccos that have been carefully 
selected as the top five percent of the 
Perdomo family’s estate grown tobaccos.

With the depth and complexity that comes 
from being matured for fifteen years, 
the perdomo Estate Selección Vintage 
is an exquisite line of cigars blended 
with rare, well-aged tobaccos that offer 
rich, complex flavors and aromas for 
a truly elegant smoking experience.



PERDOMO Estate Selección Vintage
CONNECTICUT

The beautiful, butterscotch colored Ecuadorian Connecticut wrapper 
imparts sweet hints of cream and honey. The Cuban-seed Nicaraguan 
binder and filler leaves offer a rich spiciness with oaky undertones. The 
combination of the wrapper, 
binder, and fillers in this 
blend offers elegant flavors 
with rich complex aromas 
and a silky, smooth finish.

Ecuadorian Connecticut
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Mild to Medium Bodied
Rich & Creamy
Hints of Oak and Honey
 
Regente  (Robusto)
Imperio  (Epicure)
Prestigio  (Torpedo)
Aristocrata  (Churchill)
Phantom  (Gordo Extra)

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 54
6 x 54

6 ½ x 54
7 x 54

6 ½ x 60

92



PERDOMO Estate Selección Vintage
SUN GROWN

The dark, reddish-brown Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Sun Grown wrapper 
has a slightly spicy character with hints of oak and cedar. The Cuban-
seed Nicaraguan binder and filler leaves offer a rich spiciness with 
oaky undertones. The combination of the wrapper, binder, and fillers 
in this blend offers robust 
flavors with rich complex 
aromas and a smooth, 
long-lasting oaky finish.

Nicaraguan Sun Grown
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Spicy
Hints of Oak & Cedar

Regente  (Robusto)
Imperio  (Epicure)
Prestigio  (Torpedo)
Aristocrata  (Churchill)
Phantom  (Gordo Extra)

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 54
6 x 54

6 ½ x 54
7 x 54

6 ½ x 60

92



The dark, oily Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Maduro wrapper offers thick 
plumes of aromatic smoke with notes of chocolate and coffee. The 
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan binder and filler leaves offer a rich spiciness 
with oaky undertones. The combination of the wrapper, binder, and 
fillers in this blend offers 
sweet flavors with rich 
complex aromas, and a 
smooth espresso finish.

PERDOMO Estate Selección Vintage
MADURO

Nicaraguan Maduro
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Sweet
Hints of Oak & Espresso

Regente  (Robusto)
Imperio  (Epicure)
Prestigio  (Torpedo)
Aristocrata  (Churchill)
Phantom  (Gordo Extra)

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 54
6 x 54

6 ½ x 54
7 x 54

6 ½ x 60

94



Finca Natalie, perdomo’s most prestigious farm, 
is named after Nick and Janine’s daughter.

Located in Estelí Nicaragua, Finca Natalie has four curing 
barns, each holds 9,720,000 tobacco leaves in a growing 
season for a total of 38,880,000 leaves per year. 

Each leaf is harvested by hand.





CIGAR JOURNAL
NICARAGUA 2016
BEST BRAND

12 year 
vintage

A blend of perdomo’s finest and most 
cherished 12-year aged wrappers, 
binders, and fillers, these rare tobaccos 
have been carefully bale-aged for 
ten years and then bourbon barrel-
aged for an additional two years. 

Using a proprietary double-aging process, 
each leaf used to make the perdomo 
Double Aged 12 Year Vintage is aged 
in charred, white oak bourbon barrels. 

This unique double-aging process 
ensures the perfect color, texture, 
aroma, and flavor in these tobaccos, 
making each cigar a well-balanced 
and full-flavored smoking experience.



Ecuadorian Connecticut
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Mild to Medium Bodied
Rich & Creamy
Hints of Caramel & Cedar

Robusto
Epicure
Salomon
Gordo Extra
Churchill

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 56
6 x 56

6 ⅛ x 54
6 ½ x 60

7 x 56

PERDOMO Double Aged 12 Year Vintage
CONNECTICUT

The perdomo Double Aged 12 Year Vintage Connecticut is blended 
with a beautiful bourbon barrel-aged Ecuadorian Connecticut wrapper 
combined with rare bourbon barrel-aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan 
binder and filler tobaccos 
offering a creamy smoke with 
hints of caramel and cedar, 
with a rich, buttery finish.

90
2016

BEST
BRAND
NICARAGUA



Nicaraguan Sun Grown
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich with a Sweet Spiciness
Slight Hints of Oak & Almond

Robusto
Epicure
Salomon
Gordo Extra
Churchill

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 56
6 x 56

6 ⅛ x 54
6 ½ x 60

7 x 56

PERDOMO Double Aged 12 Year Vintage
SUN GROWN

The perdomo Double Aged 12 Year Vintage Sun Grown is blended with 
a rich bourbon barrel-aged Nicaraguan Sun Grown wrapper combined 
with rare bourbon barrel-aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan binder and 
filler tobaccos offering a rich, 
earthy smoke with a spicy-
sweet complexity, slight 
hints of oak and almond, 
and a long warming finish.

90
2016

BEST
BRAND
NICARAGUA



Nicaraguan Maduro
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Robust
Hints of Dark Cocoa & Coffee

Robusto
Epicure
Salomon
Gordo Extra
Churchill

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 56
6 x 56

6 ⅛ x 54
6 ½ x 60

7 x 56

PERDOMO Double Aged 12 Year Vintage
MADURO

The perdomo Double Aged 12 Year Vintage Maduro is blended with a 
gorgeous bourbon barrel-aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Maduro wrapper 
combined with rare bourbon barrel-aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan 
binder and filler tobaccos 
offering  a  smooth smoke with 
a natural sweet complexity 
and a rich, robust finish.

91
2016

BEST
BRAND
NICARAGUA



perdomo protects every tobacco plant in a perfect greenhouse environment prior to transplanting 
them onto the farm. The roof of the greenhouse is made with a special material that blocks twenty 

five percent of the sun’s UV rays to help regulate the climate. The fine cloth walls allow airflow 
and keep out insects, airborne viruses, and molds from harming the young tobacco plants. 



Before being transplanted on 
the farm, perdomo inspects 
every tobacco plant from top 
to bottom for the perfect color, 
posture, and most importantly, 
a healthy root system.
 
perdomo controls the quality 
and consistency of blending 
every cigar by managing 
the complete life cycle of 
each tobacco plant.



20th 
Anniversary

Awarded Nicaraguan Cigar of the Year in 
2014 by Cigar Journal, the perdomo 20th 
Anniversary brand has consistently earned 
the highest scores in the industry and is a 
top seller in humidors around the world. 

The perdomo 20th Anniversary blends  
require tobaccos that have been 
carefully hand-selected and are well-
aged for a minimum of eight years.

Combining beautifully bourbon barrel-
aged wrappers with thick, higher-priming 
binder and filler tobaccos gives each 
perdomo 20th Anniversary blend a 
balanced complexity with layers of rich 
flavors and smooth, elegant aromas.



wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 56
6 x 56

6 ½ x 48
6 ½ x 54

6 x 60
7 x 56

Ecuadorian Connecticut
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Mild to Medium Bodied
Rich & Creamy
Hints of Honey & Spice

Robusto
Epicure
Corona Grande
Torpedo
Gordo
Churchill

PERDOMO 20th Anniversary
CONNECTICUT

The perdomo 20th Anniversary Connecticut has beautiful 8-year old 
Ecuadorian Connecticut wrappers that are bourbon barrel-aged for an 
additional 8 months to ensure the rich, creamy flavors pair perfectly with 
the higher priming Cuban-seed 
Nicaraguan binder and filler 
blend that offers a rich, complex 
smoke with a slight hint of 
honey and spice on the finish.  

93
2014

BEST
CIGAR

NICARAGUA



wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 56
6 x 56

6 ½ x 48 
6 ½ x 54

6 x 60
7 x 56

Nicaraguan Sun Grown
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Earthy
Subtle Hints of Oak & Cedar

Robusto
Epicure
Corona Grande
Torpedo
Gordo
Churchill

PERDOMO 20th Anniversary
SUN GROWN

The perdomo 20th Anniversary Sun Grown has gorgeous 8-year old 
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Sun Grown wrappers that are bourbon barrel-
aged an additional 10 months to ensure the rich, earthy flavors pair 
perfectly with the higher-priming 
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan binder 
and filler blend that offers a 
balance of spice with subtle hints 
of oak and cedar on the finish. 

93
2014

BEST
CIGAR

NICARAGUA



wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 56
6 x 56

6 ½ x 48
6 ½ x 54

6 x 60
7 x 56

PERDOMO 20th Anniversary
MADURO

The perdomo 20th Anniversary Maduro has decadent 8-year old Cuban-
seed Nicaraguan Maduro wrappers that are bourbon barrel-aged for 
an additional 14 months to ensure the rich, sweet flavors pair perfectly 
with the higher-priming Cuban-
seed Nicaraguan binder and filler 
blend that offers a balance of 
semi-sweet notes of chocolate 
and espresso on the finish. 

Nicaraguan Maduro
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Complex
Notes of Chocolate & Espresso

Robusto
Epicure
Corona Grande
Torpedo
Gordo
Churchill

94
2014

BEST
CIGAR

NICARAGUA



perdomo controls the exact amount of water and fertilizer each plant receives by using a custom 
water filtration and drip irrigation system. Using this level of technology guarantees each plant 

receives the proper nutrients while conserving the natural water resource on the farm.



perdomo uses traditional row plowing 
with oxen to aerate the soil, helping 

the tobacco plants to develop stronger 
roots and grow large, healthy leaves. 



BEST BRAND
NICARAGUA

2018Cigar
JOURNAL

BEST
NICARAGUAN

CIGAR

10th 
Anniversary

Awarded Best Brand of Nicaragua in 
2018 by Cigar Journal, the perdomo  
Reserve 10th Anniversary Champagne 
is blended using tobaccos that have 
been carefully hand-selected and 
aged for a minimum of six years. 

The perdomo Reserve 10th Anniversary 
Champagne was where the technique 
of bourbon barrel-aging wrapper 
tobaccos started for perdomo.  

This special aging process was a 
Perdomo family secret for years and 
Nicholas Perdomo, Sr. aptly named    
the     beautifully  bourbon barrel-aged 
wrappers, the “Champagne” of wrappers.



Ecuadorian Connecticut
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Mild to Medium Bodied
Rich & Smooth
Hints of Cream & Cedar 

Purito
Figurado
Corona Extra
Robusto
Epicure
Magnum Tubo
Super Toro 
Churchill 
Torpedo

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

4 x 38
4 ¾ x 56
5 ⅝ x 46

5 x 54
6 x 54
6 x 50
6 x 60
7 x 54
7 x 54

PERDOMO Reserve 10th Anniversary
CHAMPAGNE CONNECTICUT

The perdomo Reserve 10th Anniversary Champagne Connecticut 
has a stunning 6-year old Ecuadorian Connecticut wrapper that has 
been carefully bourbon barrel-aged for an additional 8 months and 
is paired with 6-year old Cuban-seed Nicaraguan binders and fillers 
to create smooth elegant 
flavors with a rich aroma and 
a super creamy finish. 

93
2018

BEST
BRAND
NICARAGUA



PERDOMO Reserve 10th Anniversary
CHAMPAGNE SUN GROWN

The perdomo Reserve 10th Anniversary Champagne Sun Grown has 
a 6-year-old Cuban-seed Nicaraguan wrapper that has been bourbon 
barrel-aged for an additional 10 months and imparts a rich core of earthy 
flavors with a hint of spice 
and cedar on the finish. 

Nicaraguan Sun Grown
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Earthy
Hints of Spice & Cedar 

Purito
Figurado
Corona Extra
Robusto
Epicure
Magnum Tubo
Super Toro 
Churchill 
Torpedo

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

4 x 38
4 ¾ x 56
5 ⅝ x 46

5 x 54
6 x 54
6 x 50
6 x 60
7 x 54
7 x 54

93



PERDOMO Reserve 10th Anniversary 
CHAMPAGNE NOIR

The perdomo Reserve 10th Anniversary Champagne Noir has a delicious 
6-year-old Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Maduro wrapper that has been 
bourbon barrel-aged for a minimum of 14 months and imparts naturally 
sweet flavors with a dark cocoa 
and espresso on the finish.

Nicaraguan Maduro
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Robust
Hints of Cocoa & Espresso 

Purito
Figurado
Corona Extra
Robusto
Epicure
Magnum Tubo
Super Toro 
Churchill 
Torpedo

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

4 x 38
4 ¾ x 56
5 ⅝ x 46

5 x 54
6 x 54
6 x 50
6 x 60
7 x 54
7 x 54

91



perdomo inspects each tobacco leaf before it is strung by hand onto the eucalyptus 
sticks that will hang in the curing barns. perdomo uses various color strings to 

identify the different primings harvested from each plot on the farm.

One of the ways perdomo controls the humidity and temperature in the curing barn is 
by properly spacing the sticks according to the size of the tobacco leaves. Each leaf 
will slowly lose its chlorophyll and cure naturally to the perfect color and texture. This 

process takes anywhere between 45 to 65 days depending on the size of the leaf. 



One of the ways perdomo controls the humidity and temperature in the curing barn is 
by properly spacing the sticks according to the size of the tobacco leaves. Each leaf 
will slowly lose its chlorophyll and cure naturally to the perfect color and texture. This 

process takes anywhere between 45 to 65 days depending on the size of the leaf. 



habano 
Bourbon 

barrel-aged
Achieving the perfect perdomo Habano 
Bourbon Barrel-Aged blend starts with 
tobaccos that have been carefully hand-
selected and aged for a minimum of 
six years prior to qualifying for the 
perdomo bourbon barrel-aging process. 

After being aged for six years, the 
Connecticut wrappers are bourbon barrel-
aged for an additional  8 months, the 
Sun Grown  wrappers for an additional 10 
months, and the Maduro wrappers for an 
additional 14 months. These tobaccos are 
at their peak of color, texture, aroma, and 
flavor, making each perdomo Habano 
Bourbon Barrel-Aged cigar a perfectly 
balanced and smooth smoking experience. 

TOP 25 OF 2018

5



Ecuadorian Connecticut
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Mild to Medium Bodied
Rich & Creamy
Buttery Smooth

Robusto
Epicure
Torpedo
Gordo 
Churchill

PERDOMO Habano Bourbon Barrel-Aged
CONNECTICUT

The perdomo Habano Bourbon Barrel-Aged Connecticut has a stunning 
6-year old bourbon barrel-aged Ecuadorian Connecticut wrapper 
which blends perfectly with the 6-year aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan 
filler tobaccos, offering a rich, 
creamy smoke with slight hints of 
caramel and cedar on the finish. 

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 54
6 x 54

6 ½ x 54
6 x 60
7 x 54

92



Nicaraguan Sun Grown
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Spicy
Hints of Oak & Almond

Robusto
Epicure
Torpedo
Gordo 
Churchill

PERDOMO Habano Bourbon Barrel-Aged
SUN GROWN

The perdomo Habano Bourbon Barrel-Aged Sun Grown has a rich, 
6-year old bourbon barrel-aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Sun Grown 
wrapper that blends perfectly with the 6-year aged Cuban-seed 
Nicaraguan filler tobaccos, 
offering a spicy-sweet complexity 
with slight hints of oak and 
almond on the finish. 

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 54
6 x 54

6 ½ x 54
6 x 60
7 x 54

93



Nicaraguan Maduro
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Robust
Hints of Cocoa & Coffee

Robusto
Epicure
Torpedo
Gordo 
Churchill

PERDOMO Habano Bourbon Barrel-Aged
MADURO

The perdomo Habano Bourbon Barrel-Aged Maduro features an oily, 
6-year old bourbon barrel-aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Maduro 
wrapper that blends perfectly with the 6-year aged Cuban-seed 
Nicaraguan filler tobaccos, 
offering a sweet complexity with 
slight hints of cocoa and dark 
roasted coffee on the finish.

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 54
6 x 54

6 ½ x 54
6 x 60
7 x 54

90



After the tobacco leaves are cured in the curing barns, they are fermented in pilóns for a minimum of 
three years. Each pilón, weighing approximately 3,600 pounds, is reconstructed multiple times by hand 
throughout the fermentation process. perdomo monitors the humidity and temperature of each pilón 
daily making sure each tobacco leaf ferments naturally to the perfect color, texture, aroma, and flavor.   



With over seventy-five years of experience, 
tobacco legend Aristides Garcia leads a 
team of experts who inspect each tobacco 
leaf throughout the fermentation process.

perdomo uses time-honored traditions to 
maintain consistency in each of its blends.



Lot 23
The history of perdomo Lot 23 is very 
special for the Perdomo family. Nick 
Perdomo, Sr.  pioneered the project in 
2000 as he and his son Nick, Jr. worked 
closely to develop one of the families’ 
most prestigious farms in Estelí, Nicaragua. 

Similar to a wine maker’s single vineyard 
reserve, perdomo Lot 23 utilizes 
tobaccos that are grown exclusively 
on the same plot of land. The secret 
to the success of perdomo Lot 23 is 
the special blending of 5-year aged 
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan tobaccos that 
come from this extremely fertile farm. 

perdomo Lot 23 was awarded the Best 
Value Brand of Nicaragua in 2012 by 
Cigar Journal and is one of the best-
selling premium cigars in the world. CIGAR JOURNAL

NICARAGUA 2012
BEST VALUE



PERDOMO Lot 23
CONNECTICUT

The perdomo Lot 23 Connecticut utilizes 5-year aged higher-priming 
Ecuadorian Connecticut-shade wrappers that add a rich creaminess 
to the robust 5-year aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan binder and filler 
tobaccos. The perdomo Lot 23 
Connecticut offers a smooth 
smoke with soft hints of cedar 
and honey on the finish.  

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

4 ½ x 60 
5 x 50
6 x 50
6 x 54
7 x 50

Ecuadorian Connecticut
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Mild to Medium Bodied
Smooth & Creamy
Hints of Cedar & Honey

Gordito
Robusto
Toro
Belicoso
Churchill

2012
BEST

VALUE
NICARAGUA

90



PERDOMO Lot 23
NATURAL SUN GROWN

The perdomo Lot 23 Natural Sun Grown has beautiful 5-year aged 
higher-priming Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Sun Grown wrappers that add 
a smooth spiciness to the robust 5-year aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan 
binder and filler tobaccos. 
The perdomo Lot 23 Natural 
Sun Grown offers a nutty 
flavor with hints of cedar 
and spice on the finish.  

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

4 ½ x 60 
5 x 50
6 x 50
6 x 54
7 x 50

Nicaraguan Sun Grown
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium Bodied
Smooth & Nutty
Hints of Cedar & Spice

Gordito
Robusto
Toro
Belicoso
Churchill

92
2012

BEST
VALUE
NICARAGUA



PERDOMO Lot 23
MADURO

The perdomo Lot 23 Maduro features 5-year aged higher-priming 
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Maduro wrappers that add a rich sweetness 
to the robust 5-year aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan binder and filler 
tobaccos. The perdomo Lot 
23 Maduro has complex 
flavors and outstanding 
aromas with hints of mocha 
and spice on the finish. 

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

4 ½ x 60 
5 x 50
6 x 50
6 x 54
7 x 50

Nicaraguan Maduro
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Sweet
Hints of Mocha & Spice

Gordito
Robusto
Toro
Belicoso
Churchill

90
2012

BEST
VALUE
NICARAGUA



perdomo uses bourbon barrels to age their tobaccos to the perfect color, texture, aroma, 
and flavor. The layers of char in the American white oak bourbon barrels help to caramelize 

the colors and flavors of these special tobaccos. This additional fermentation process 
guarantees that each leaf has a smooth taste and is bursting with rich flavors.  



perdomo uses bourbon barrels to age their tobaccos to the perfect color, texture, aroma, 
and flavor. The layers of char in the American white oak bourbon barrels help to caramelize 

the colors and flavors of these special tobaccos. This additional fermentation process 
guarantees that each leaf has a smooth taste and is bursting with rich flavors.  

PERDOMO uses this 
custom-made system to 

help prepare the delicate 
wrapper tobaccos. 

As the wheels turn, the 
hands of tobacco open up 

and absorb the humidity. 
The slow rotation protects 

the wrappers from being 
damaged or bruised as 

they are humidified. 



small batch 
series

The perdomo Small Batch Series is a 
stunning line of premium cigars blended 
with bourbon barrel-aged wrappers and 
exquisite 10-year aged filler tobaccos.  

Each perdomo Small Batch Series cigar 
is carefully hand-made with smaller 
tobacco leaves that have the perfect 
balance of flavor, strength, and aroma. 

With a limited production, the perdomo 
Small Batch Series is offered in three 
blends: an Ecuadorian Connecticut 
wrapper, a Cuban-seed Nicaraguan 
Sun Grown wrapper, or a Cuban-
seed Nicaraguan Maduro wrapper.

TOP 25 OF 2016



PERDOMO Small Batch Series
CONNECTICUT

The perdomo Small Batch Series Connecticut features elegant 
bourbon barrel-aged Ecuadorian Connecticut wrappers which blend 
perfectly with the 10-year aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan filler tobaccos, 
offering a rich and creamy complexity with slight hints of caramel and 
cedar on the finish.

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

4 x 46
4 ½ x 50 

5 x 54
5 ½ x 54

Ecuadorian Connecticut
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Mild to Medium Bodied
Rich, Smooth, Creamy
Hints of Caramel & Cedar

Half Corona
Rothschild
Belicoso
Toro Especial

92



PERDOMO Small Batch Series
SUN GROWN

The perdomo Small Batch Series Sun Grown has beautiful bourbon 
barrel-aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Sun Grown wrappers which blend 
perfectly with the 10-year aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan filler tobaccos, 
offering a spicy-sweet 
complexity with slight 
hints of oak and 
almond on the finish. 

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

4 x 46
4 ½ x 50 

5 x 54
5 ½ x 54

Nicaraguan Sun Grown
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich, Spicy, Complex
Hints of Oak & Almond

Half Corona
Rothschild
Belicoso
Toro Especial

92



PERDOMO Small Batch Series
MADURO

The perdomo Small Batch Series Maduro showcases dark bourbon 
barrel-aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Maduro wrappers which blend 
perfectly with the 10-year aged Cuban-seed Nicaraguan filler tobaccos, 
offering a sweet 
complexity with slight 
hints of dark cocoa and 
coffee on the finish.

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

4 x 46
4 ½ x 50 

5 x 54
5 ½ x 54

Nicaraguan Maduro
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich, Bold, Complex
Hints of Cocoa & Coffee

Half Corona
Rothschild
Belicoso
Toro Especial

92



Every perdomo cigar is 
handcrafted using a blend 
of long filler tobaccos. 

perdomo trains each 
buncher to use their 
hands to control the exact 
placement of the seco, 
viso, and ligero leaves. 

The uniformity of these 
tobaccos in the bunch 
affects the flavor, draw, 
and burn of the cigar.



Every perdomo cigar is draw tested  
for quality control to guarantee 

a perfect draw.



Factory 
Tour Blend
The Perdomo Factory Tour Blend 
is a true testament of Tabacalera 
Perdomo’s dedication to the art of 
blending well-aged tobaccos into 
world class premium handmade cigars. 

Originally created as a special brand 
offered exclusively at the perdomo Cigar 
Factory in Estelí, Nicaragua, this blend 
was introduced to the market in 2015. 

The Perdomo Factory Tour Blend is 
available in three distinct versions: an 
Ecuadorian Connecticut, a Nicaraguan 
Sun Grown, and a Nicaraguan Maduro. 
Each blend is well known for its 
rich flavors and complex aromas. 



PERDOMO Factory Tour Blend
CONNECTICUT
The perdomo Factory Tour Blend Connecticut has a beautiful golden-brown 
Ecuadorian Connecticut wrapper blended with a Jalapa Valley Nicaraguan binder and 
Estelí Valley Nicaraguan fillers. The perdomo Factory Tour Blend Connecticut offers 
a mild to medium bodied smoke with rich, 
creamy flavors and a smooth, velvety finish.

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 52
6 x 52
6 ½ x 54
7 x 52

Ecuadorian Connecticut
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Mild to Medium Bodied
Rich & Creamy
Hints of Oak & Cedar

Robusto
Toro
Torpedo
Churchill



PERDOMO Factory Tour Blend
SUN GROWN
The perdomo Factory Tour Blend Sun Grown has a beautiful reddish-brown Jalapa 
Valley Nicaraguan Sun Grown wrapper blended with a Condega Valley Nicaraguan 
binder and Estelí Valley Nicaraguan fillers. The perdomo Factory Tour Blend Sun 
Grown is a medium to full-bodied Nicaraguan 
“puro” that delivers a core of rich, earthy 
flavors with subtle hints of spice on the finish.  

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 52
6 x 52
6 ½ x 54
7 x 52

Nicaraguan Sun Grown
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Earthy
Hints of Oak & Spice

Robusto
Toro
Torpedo
Churchill



PERDOMO Factory Tour Blend
MADURO
The perdomo Factory Tour Blend Maduro has a dark, oily Jalapa Valley Nicaraguan 
Maduro wrapper blended with a Condega Valley Nicaraguan binder and Estelí Valley 
Nicaraguan fillers. The perdomo Factory Tour Blend Maduro is a medium to full-bodied 
Nicaraguan “puro” layered with robust 
and long-lasting flavors featuring hints of 
chocolate and espresso on the finish.

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 x 52
6 x 52
6 ½ x 54
7 x 52

Nicaraguan Maduro
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Robust
Hints of Chocolate & Espresso

Robusto
Toro
Torpedo
Churchill



After the bunch has been draw tested, the roller will trim the wrapper with a special 
blade know as a chaveta and then pass the wrapper over the bunch by hand. 

perdomo uses stainless steel cutting boards for cleanliness and accuracy.



After the bunch has been draw tested, the roller will trim the wrapper with a special 
blade know as a chaveta and then pass the wrapper over the bunch by hand. 

perdomo uses stainless steel cutting boards for cleanliness and accuracy.

Every finished 
perdomo cigar is 
hand checked for 
quality and 
consistency in 
the wrapper, cap, 
blend, and weight 
before being sent 
to the aging room. 



Special 
Craft Series

The perdomo Special Craft Series is 

a premium line of handmade cigars 

blended especially for beer enthusiasts.  

With a growing variety of craft beers on 

the market, the perdomo Special Craft 

Series offers beer and cigar enthusiasts 

the opportunity to enjoy a perfect pairing.

Offered in a U.S. Connecticut wrapper, 

a Cuban-seed Nicaraguan Sun Grown 

wrapper, or a Cuban-seed Nicaraguan 

Maduro wrapper, each cigar is blended to 

complement the rich aromas and complex 

flavors found in different styles of beer. 



PERDOMO Special Craft Series
CONNECTICUT
The perdomo Special Craft Series Connecticut is blended with a creamy  
U.S. Connecticut Shade wrapper, a naturally sweet Nicaraguan binder from the  
Jalapa Valley, and rich, aromatic Nicaraguan fillers from the Condega Valley.  
The perdomo Special Craft Series Connecticut 
is a mild to medium bodied blend that pairs 
extremely well with your favorite Pilsner, White 
Ale, Golden Lager, Cream Ale, or Light Lager. 

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 ½ x 54
6 x 60 
6 ½ x 54
7 x 54

U.S. Connecticut Shade
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Mild to Medium Bodied
Rich, Sweet, Creamy
Hints of Oak & Cedar

Robusto
Gordo 
Epicure
Churchill



PERDOMO Special Craft Series
SUN GROWN
The perdomo Special Craft Series Sun Grown is blended with a spicy-sweet  
Cuban-seed Sun Grown wrapper from the Jalapa Valley, a rich, aromatic Nicaraguan 
binder from the Condega Valley, and robust Cuban-seed Nicaraguan fillers from 
the Estelí Valley. The perdomo Special 
Craft Series Sun Grown is a medium to full-
bodied blend that pairs extremely well 
with your favorite IPA, Amber, Pale Ale, 
Lager, Oktoberfest, or Double IPA. 

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 ½ x 54
6 x 60 
6 ½ x 54
7 x 54

Nicaraguan Sun Grown
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Earthy
Hints of Oak & Spice

Robusto
Gordo 
Epicure
Churchill



PERDOMO Special Craft Series
MADURO
The perdomo Special Craft Series Maduro is blended with a dark, oily Cuban-seed 
Nicaraguan Maduro wrapper from the Jalapa Valley, a rich, aromatic Nicaraguan 
binder from the Condega Valley, and robust Cuban-seed Nicaraguan fillers from 
the Estelí Valley. The perdomo Special 
Craft Series Maduro is a medium to full-
bodied blend that pairs extremely well 
with your favorite Stout, Porter, Brown 
Ale, Bock, Dunkel, or Imperial Stout.   

wrapper
binder
filler

strength
taste
finish

5 ½ x 54
6 x 60 
6 ½ x 54
7 x 54

Nicaraguan Maduro
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Medium to Full-Bodied
Rich & Robust
Hints of Chocolate & Coffee

Robusto
Gordo
Epicure
Churchill



Filled with rich aromas from the finished cigars, the highly guarded perdomo aging 
rooms are humidity and temperature controlled. Every perdomo cigar is aged in these 

rooms for a minimum of six to eight months depending upon the type of wrapper. 
During this time, the flavors marry together to create the perfect cigar.



After being 
color sorted 

for each 
specific 

brand, every 
perdomo 

cigar is 
banded, 

cellophaned, 
and boxed 

by hand.

Filled with rich aromas from the finished cigars, the highly guarded perdomo aging 
rooms are humidity and temperature controlled. Every perdomo cigar is aged in these 

rooms for a minimum of six to eight months depending upon the type of wrapper. 
During this time, the flavors marry together to create the perfect cigar.



Nick’s Sticks
A favorite of the Cuban community 
in the mid 90’s, Nick’s Sticks was 
an exclusive production of premium 
hand-made cigars you could only 
find at Nick Perdomo’s first factory on 
Flagler Street in Little Havana, Miami. 

Nick’s Sticks Little Havana Blend 
was release nationally in 2010 and 
features the company’s original 
name and logo, Nick’s Cigar Co. 

Comprised of savory Cuban-seed 
fillers and binders grown exclusively 
on Perdomo’s farms in the fertile 
northern valleys of Nicaragua, the 
Nick’s Sticks Little Havana Blend is a 
very affordable line of premium cigars 
available in three different wrappers.



Nick’s Sticks Little 
Havana Blend

wrapper

binder
filler

5 x 52
5 ½ x 54
6 ½ x 54
7 x 50

Ecuadorian Connecticut
Nicaraguan Sun Grown
Nicaraguan Maduro

Cuban-seed Nicaraguan
Cuban-seed Nicaraguan

Robusto
Toro
Torpedo
Churchill

CONNECTICUT  A mild to medium 
bodied smoke with creamy flavors 
and a smooth, satisfying finish.

SUN GROWN  A medium to full-
bodied smoke with slight hints of 
cedar and spice on the finish.  

MADURO  A medium to full-bodied 
smoke bursting with deep dark 
chocolate tones on the finish. 



20th anniversary
PERDOMO

6 x 56 Epicure  •  5 Count Gift Boxes

Sun Grown

Connecticut

Maduro 



habano bourbon barrel-aged
PERDOMO

6 x 54 Epicure  •  6 Count Gift Boxes

Sun Grown

Connecticut

Maduro 



20th Anniversary  •  Reserve 10th Anniversary  •  Habano Bourbon Barrel-Aged  •  Lot 23

size:   
6 x 54 
Epicure

size: 3 x 22 Cigarillo

Sun Grown
Sun Grown

Connecticut

Maduro 

mini cigarillos
20 Count Tins  •  5 Count Master Carton

assorted humidified 4-pack bags
PERDOMO



20th Anniversary  •  Reserve 10th Anniversary  •  Habano Bourbon Barrel-Aged  •  Lot 23

size: 3 x 22 Cigarillo

Sun Grown Connecticut Maduro 

mini cigarillos
20 Count Tins  •  5 Count Master Carton
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